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Introduction: 

By nature and design, traditional histories of China pay chief attention to the concerns of 

the state and the politics of the capital. While it is well recognised that the success and 

survival of each dynasty depended upon the support it received from the gentry of the 

provinces, it is more difficult to obtain comparable information on their interests and 

outlook. 

 During the reigns of Emperors Huan and Ling, in the latter part of the second 

century AD, the government of Later Han faced a loss of support amongst its customary 

allies. Local gentlemen, secure in their territories, with wealth gathered from their estates 

and with fine ideals of Confucian conduct and scholarship, had small regard for the great 

problems of state, while the very means by which rulers at court sought to strengthen 

their authority served only to offend these leaders of the provinces. 

 This essay considers some aspects of the division between the capital and the 

country, the conflict between official and local religion, the problems of personal loyalty 

and public duty, and the differing ambitions and moralities of the gentry and the rulers at 

court. The two contrasting approaches, of the central government and of the local 

community, existed through all of Han and indeed through traditional China. The end of 

the second century,, however, was one occasion that the tension between them became 

critical: the lack of faith which developed and the conflict which followed destroyed the 

dynasty, the state and, for a time, society itself. 

The religion of Emperor Huan: 

In the eighth year of his Yanxi reign period, equivalent to 165 AD, Emperor Huan of 

Later Han commanded that all local shrines throughout the empire should be broken 

down and destroyed. It seems likely the edict was issued as part of a political and 

religious program to obtain support for the dynasty through official worship of the deity 

Huang-Lao, an aspect of the Yellow Emperor and the legendary sage Laozi, but the fact 

that the emperor sought to [534] enforce his monopoly by such a drastic measure raises 

questions about the strength and nature of local interests at that time.1 

 In practice, the issuing of any wide-ranging prohibition generally tells more of the 

problem that was perceived than of any success in solving it. And indeed, if Emperor 

Huan's policy was ever effective, it was abandoned after his death three years later. We 

know, for example, that shrines had been established in Wuwei commandery, in north-

western Liang province, to honour the frontier general Zhang Huan for his victories over 

                                            
1 For citation of the edict, see HHS 7:314. On the policy of Emperor Huan, see HHS 76/66:2470, and 

de Crespigny, "Politics and Philosophy," 71-80, especially note 72. On the worship of Huang-Lao, 

see Seidel, Divinisation de Lao tseu, and de Crespigny, "The Harem of Emperor Huan," 34-42. 
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the non-Chinese Qiang and Xiongnu in the early 160s; and they were maintained there 

for generations afterwards.2 

 The general term for local shrines, fangsi, occurs at one other place in Hou Han 

shu, where it refers to the worship of local spirits, part of shamanistic practice in present-

day Jiangxi which was suppressed by a colonising administrator of the empire.3 The edict 

of Emperor Huan was surely aimed at such unofficial rivals to the religious practices of 

Han, and presumably also against such old traditions as the cults of Wu Zixu and Cao E 

on the lower Yangzi and Hangzhou Bay.4 Like those established for Zhang Huan, Hou 

Han shu also mentions centres of worship, si, addressed to the former official Jiang Shi 

at Jiangling in Nan commandery on the middle Yangzi during the latter part of the first 

century, and to the worthy Widow nee Huan in Pei commandery near the Huai River 

about the middle of the second century.5 We are also told that Emperor Huan allowed 

two exceptions to the general proscription: the temple of Zhuo Mou, who had been 

Grand Tutor to Emperor Guangwu of Later Han, at Mi county in Henan commandery; 

and the temple of the former Prefect Wang Huan at Luoyang.6 It was appropriate that 

Zhuo Mou, closely connected to the founder of Later Han, and Wang Huan, a respected 

officer at the capital, received special preference, but similar centres of worship 

elsewhere, including those of Zhang Huan, Jiang Shi, the Widow Huan and other local 

figures, were evidently suppressed. 

 Emperor Huan had taken control of government in 159, destroying the power of his 

brother-in-law Liang Ji, the General-in-Chief who had dominated the [535] court for 

almost twenty years, and the emperor's rule lasted until he died in 168. His allies in 

power were the eunuchs of the harem who had assisted him the coup against Liang Ji, 

but this personal regime was extremely unpopular among the regular officials and 

scholars of the empire. Not only did these gentlemen resent the manner in which the 

emperor controlled policy, they held also deep objection to the emasculated, base-born 

creatures who had earned and retained his trust. 

 So Emperor Huan was faced with a constant opposition to his personal government, 

expressed both in political and in moral Confucianist terms. The first clash came a few 

weeks after his seizure of power in 159, the conflict continued with steady and 

increasingly successful attempts to criticise and impeach the leaders of the eunuch party, 

and it culminated in the First Faction Incident of 167, when members of the bureaucracy 

and students of the Imperial University joined in demonstrations against the government 

until their leaders were imprisoned and then proscribed from office.7 

                                            
2 HHS 65/55:2143-44. 
3 HHS 57/47:1841. 
4 On these, see Johnson, "Wu Tzu-hsü," 473-475. 
5 HHS 84/74:2784 and HHS 84/74:2797 with HHS 37/27:1259. 
6 Commentary to HHS 7:314 citing HHS 76/66:2470. 
7 The history of the Proscribed Party (danggu) and of the Faction Incidents is discussed in de 

Crespigny, "Political Protest," "Politics and Philosophy" and Huan and Ling; in this last, see 

particularly 18-20, 56-58, 65-66, and 78-85. 
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 In some attempt to counter this moral opposition, much of it couched in 

fundamentalist Confucian terms, it appears that Emperor Huan sought to establish 

himself as a patron of other popular cults, notably that of Huang-Lao, the combination 

deity of the mythical Yellow Emperor and the sage Laozi. He sent a eunuch envoy to 

pay respects at Laozi's birth-place in 165, he erected the Laozi ming stele, and in the 

summer of 166 he held sacrifice at Luoyang not only to Huang-Lao but also to the new, 

part-understood figure of the Buddha. Like his prohibition of local shrines, this 

uhnorthodox patronage did not survive the emperor's death in the following year, but it 

may be interpreted as part of the same policy, to escape the pressures of orthodox 

Confucianism, and to obtain new legitimacy for the imperial government outside that 

moral straitjacket. 

 Such a program was unusual, for since the time of Emperor Wu of Former Han the 

legitimacy of imperial government was regularly based upon respect for Confucian 

teachings, and earlier rulers of Later Han had emphasised their position as sage patrons 

of the school. That tradition culminated in the assembly at the White Tiger Hall, called 

by Emperor Zhang in 79 AD to determine basic tenets of doctrine, and it was maintained 

by scholarship at the Imperial University and by the official requirement that Confucian 

virtues, notably filial piety, should be at the forefront of criteria for selection to office 

and the maintenance of government. [536] 

 Emperor Huan's flirtation with Huang-Lao and the Buddha and other unorthodox 

practices might thus be regarded as an aberration A similar program, however, may be 

observed under his successor Emperor Ling, when the eunuchs and their associates 

sought to challenge the supremacy of the Imperial University and the regular system of 

recruitment through the establishment of the School at the Gate of the Vast Capital and 

the employment of its graduates in official service.8 

 Such affairs at court, however, do not appear to have had great influence on the 

philosophical and political culture of the country and the provinces. Indeed, the very 

irrelevance of such imperial initiatives, not only under the short-lived Emperor Huan, but 

also through the twenty-year reign of Emperor Ling under eunuch dominance, reflects a 

weakness of central government. 

Gentlemen and the state: 

In the early years of Former Han, continuing the policies of Qin, the imperial government 

sought to break the connection of great families with the localities they dominated, and 

through the second century BC there was forced migration into the region of the capital, 

nominally to settle the area of the imperial tombs, but well-recognised in practice as a 

device to bring powerful groups under surveillance. The program reached its culmination 

under Emperor Wu, and was continued into the next century, but the policy was ended 

by an edict of Emperor Yuan in 40 BC; not because the need had disappeared, but 

                                            
8 Bielenstein, Lo-yang, 28, and de Crespigny, Huan and Ling I, 145, and II, 505-506. 
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because leading local families were now strong enough to present effective opposition to 

such draconian measures.9 

 In similar fashion, the great debate over salt and iron monopolies in the first century 

BC reflected a realisation that the power of the state had been unduly stretched, and the 

interregnum of Wang Mang, with the civil war that followed, did nothing to restore 

economic or political power to the central government. Unlike the radical times of Qin 

and the beginning of Former Han, the restoration of Later Han under Emperor 

Guangwu, himself a member of local gentry from Nanyang commandery, left the process 

of growing local autonomy to continue unchecked. As Ebrey has observed, the economy 

and society of the first century AD was very close to that of the century before it.10 

Established patterns continued, and were reinforced by administrative changes: control 

of [537] salt and iron was removed from central to local administration;11 formal military 

training for conscript soldiers was abandoned among the inner commanderies of the 

empire;12 and local recommendation was given increased significance for recruitment 

into the commissioned ranks of imperial bureaucracy. 

 The majority of nominees for entry to the senior ranks of government were 

recommended as "Filial and Incorrupt" by their native commanderies, while others were 

promoted from offices of ministers at the capital. "Filial and Incorrupt", in particular, 

served probation in a corps of cadets at Luoyang, and it was formally required that the 

emperor should give his approval of each candidate. By the second century, however, 

except for a period in the reign of Emperor Shun, no serious attention was given to the 

process of review, so that entry to office was dominated by high officials at the capital 

and powerful families in the provinces.13 

 One result of this corruption of the formal process was that those who 

recommended men for office or promotion were regarded as patrons, while those who 

received advancement by their favour owed them personal duty. On the one hand, 

leading families such as the Liang clan of imperial relatives by marriage, or the Yang and 

Yuan who had held high office for generations, acquired a network of clients to reinforce 

their power and influence. At the same time, however, those who were nominated 

reserved the right to choose whether or not they would accept such obligation, and there 

were several cases where men refused to take appointment because they disapproved of 

the moral qualities of their would-be sponsor. In effect, the public ideal of service to the 

state was seen as less important than the private relationship of patron and client.14 

                                            
9 See, for example, Hsü, "Changing Relationship," and Ch'ü, Han Social Structure, 196-199. 
10 Cambridge China I, 608 and ff [Ebrey, "Economic and Social History of Later Han"]. 
11 e.g. Bielenstein, Restoration IV, 153-154. 
12 For argument on this matter, see de Crespigny, Northern Frontier, 48-49, and Generals of the 

South, 62-63, following He Changqun [1962]; cf., however, Bielenstein, Bureaucracy, 114. 
13 For a fuller description of the recruitment procedure, see de Crespigny, "Recruitment," and 

Bielenstein, Bureaucracy, 132-142. On the reform period from 132 to the end of the reign of 

Emperor Shun in 145, see HHS 61/51:2020 and 2035, discussed by Bielenstein at 136. 
14 On this, see de Crespigny, "Politics and Philosophy," 52-55. The phrase used commonly in such 

discussion was fei qiren "not a person of the right quality." 
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 This, of course, has always been a source of tension in the teachings of traditional 

China. The two core relationships of Confucianism, between father and son and between 

ruler and subject, are by nature contradictory, for it is always possible that the private 

interests of the family, summed up in the responsibilities of a filial son, may at some 

point conflict with the duties of [538] the individual towards the state and public good. 

Each must then make personal judgement, and the common preference will vary from 

one age to the next. By the second half of the second century AD, priority had moved 

from the greater realm of imperial service to the smaller world of family, clan and region. 

Local control: 

It was no small achievement for the early empires to maintain authority over a territory 

so vast as China, with a registered population of fifty million people under Later Han, 

with primitive communications and a with long history of regional states developed 

during the Zhou period. In practical terms, the government of Han maintained itself by 

an elegant system of checks and balances, with heads of commandery units appointed 

from outside the region, assisted by local junior staff, and supervised by provincial 

inspectors who could report on their conduct to the throne; while in case of emergency 

there was always the threat of military intervention by professional or conscripted forces 

under central command. 

 Below the commandery units, of which there were some hundred in the whole 

empire, twelve hundred counties governed an average population of forty thousand 

people.15 This was the lowest level to which magistrates were appointed from the 

capital, and among the towns and villages of each county, so long as they did not disturb 

the appearance of good order and the supply of tax and corvée service, local interests 

were allowed full play. Excessive disturbance was generally restrained, but the petty 

power of prosperous families suffered few restrictions in their own community. 

 One may observe the nature of country life from the estate calendar Simin yueling 

"Monthly Instructions for the Four Peoples," compiled by the gentleman scholar Cui Shi 

of the second century AD.16 The book [539] gives advice on rituals of sacrifice and 

celebration, on funerals, greetings and charity, on the texts children should study in 

school, and on the days of solstice and equinox when a husband and wife should abstain 

from sex. It discusses the timing of planting and work in the fields, the production of 

                                            
15 The population of both commandery and county units varied greatly from one region to another, 

but it may be observed that the government of Han distinguished the title and the salary of the head 

of a commandery according to whether the population was greater or less than ten thousand 

households: HHS 118/28:3622-23 with note quoting the Han guan [yi] of Ying Shao. 
16 Simin yueling is discussed by Ebrey, "Estate and Family Management," and is translated in Hsu, 

Han Agriculture, 215-228. The biography of Cui Shi (d.170), with other members of his clan, is in 

HHS 52/42, and is discussed by Hsu at 59-61. The family was based on Zhuo commandery, in the 

north near present-day Beijing. 

  Cui Shi was also the author of the treatise Zheng lun "On Government," which survives in 

fragments. The work presents a criticism of the moral decline of the empire, and urges reform by 

the imposition of fierce punishments. See, for example, Balazs, "Political Philosophy and Social 

Crisis," 205-213, and Cambridge China I, 788-789 [Ch'en Ch'i-yün, "Confucian, Legalist and 

Taoist Thought in Later Han"]. 
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silk, of cash crops such as indigo, and the preparation of preserved food and wine for 

outside sale. It also contains advice on marketing: in the tenth and eleventh months, the 

prudent manager will buy millet, beans and hemp, for that is the time of harvest, when 

things are plentiful;17 and the third month of the following year is the time to sell millet 

and to buy cloth, for at the end of spring the price of grain is high, as many people's 

supplies are exhausted after the winter, and new crops have not yet sprouted.18 

 For owners of estates large enough to practise such economies of investment and 

scale, there were other advantages. Lending at interest to those of lesser resources was 

not only profitable but could also eventually give title to their land in time of bad harvest 

when the debtor could not pay. Furthermore, though tax and corvee was based on land-

holding and heads of population, the assessments became gradually a matter of form, and 

responsibilities in each district were allocated by general quota, with no necessary 

relationship to an individual household's ability to pay. In such circumstances, large 

estates could protect their tenants and themselves from the full effect of such duties, 

transferring them to their less influential and prosperous neighbours. The scholar-

gentleman, who might himself hold office under the state, dealt on excellent and 

favourable terms with the local magistrates. 

 By manipulations of market, usury and government dues, the prosperity of large 

landowners increased steadily, their estates expanded at the expense of those small-

holders who became their tenants, and their practical local power increased 

commensurately. Again according to Simin yueling, on fine days in the second month 

one practices archery; in the fifth month, as the weather becomes warmer and damp, 

compound bows are taken out of commission while bamboo or wooden bows are 

brought into working order to replace them; and in the eighth month compound bows 

are again set up and overhauled as bamboo and wooden bows are relaxed. In the ninth 

month, all weapons should be set in order and the men should practice military exercises, 

"to guard against bandits in the coming season of cold and poverty."19 [540] 

 Seen against this background of concern, the tomb models of Later Han take on 

new meaning. Those charming pottery towers above their walled farmyards were built 

for serious defence in time of troubles, like the castles of Japan or medieval Europe, 

while the arms and men prepared for defence against bandits could also be used to bully 

lesser neighbours, or contend for local power against rivals from other estates. The code 

of a gentleman demanded respect for the majesty of the unified state, but there remained 

also, at local level, the same tradition of personal loyalty which had inspired chivalrous 

patrons of earlier times, men such as Lord Meng Chang and Dou Ying, Marquis of 

Weiqi, celebrated in exemplary biographies of Shi ji.20 

                                            
17 Hsu, Han Agriculture, 226-227 at J.5 and K.5. 
18 Hsu, Han Agriculture, 220 at C.9. 
19 Hsu, Han Agriculture, 218 at B.3, 221 at E.1, 225 at H.6 and I.1. 
20 The biography of Lord Meng Chang, from SJ 75, is translated by Bauer and Franke, Golden 

Casket, 21-29. The biography of Dou Ying, from SJ 107, is translated by Watson, Records of the 

Historian, 239-259. 
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 There are indications, moreover, that whereas in Qin and Former Han the wealthy 

tombs, and the multitudes of model warriors, were reserved to members of the imperial 

house, by Later Han the grave goods and the warriors were used by local officials and 

leaders of clans. Funerary items are not of such high quality, but they are more widely 

spread, both in space across the provinces of China and in rank amongst the members of 

the gentry. If a man took soldiers with him to guard his grave, we may assume he had 

retained such services during his life, while the devolution of luxury and the symbols of 

power among the dead reflects a living wealth and a real independence of local interests, 

quite without regard for the limited authority of imperial government.21 

 Indeed, just as the vaunted justice of ancient Rome depended very largely upon the 

relative physical power which a complainant or defendant could wield in or out of 

court,22 so too the gentry of Later Han pursued their rivals and enemies with weapons 

and bloodshed. 

 During the time of Emperor Huan, the eunuchs who had supported him against 

Liang Ji in the coup of 159 sought to use their influence at court to establish their own, 

their families' and their allies' position in the provinces. For the established gentry, who 

had developed their power uninterrupted for generations, these incursions by an alien, 

inferior group of new creatures was a call to open combat. The struggle was bitter, with 

atrocities on both sides: [541] 

In Nanyang commandery, the merchant Zhang Fan was an associate of the imperial 

court dealing in luxury goods and trinkets. He was, apparently, arrogant and 

obstreperous to the local officials, so they arrested him. There was a general 

imperial amnesty, but this made no difference: Zhang Fan and over two hundred of 

his clansmen and clients were executed. 

 In Taiyuan commandery of present-day Shanxi, the eunuch Zhao Jin caused 

trouble in his native county. He too, despite proclamation of an amnesty, was 

arrested and executed by local officers. 

 In Shanyang commandery on the North China plain, the leading eunuch Hou 

Lan, powerful and unpopular with his neighbours, built a tomb-mound for his 

mother. The local official Zhang Jian destroyed the tomb and its buildings and seized 

Hou Lan's property. 

 In the region of the Huai, the Prefect of Xiapi Xu Xuan, nephew of one of the 

emperor's favourites, asked to marry the daughter of a retired official Li Song. 

When he was refused, he led troops to attack Li Song's house, kidnapped the girl, 

then used her for target practice with bow and arrows till she was dead. In return, 

                                            
21 On this theme, I am indebted for advice from Professor Perazzoli-t'Serstevens, citing such sources 

as The Quest for Eternity: ceramic sculptures from the People's Republic of China, Los Angeles 

County Museum of Art, 1987, and her own La Chine des Han, Fribourg 1982, especially 131-137, 

166-170 and 186-192. See also the splendid discussion of tomb art by Powers, Art and Political 

Expression, cited further below. 
22 See, for example, Veyne, History of Private Life I, 165-169 [.Veyne, "The Roman Empire]. 
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though without formal authority, the local governor arrested Xu Xuan and all his 

household, tortured them, then carried out public execution.23 

When these matters came eventually to the attention of the emperor, two senior officials 

were executed and two others were sentenced to convict labour. Such incidents were 

recorded in the histories primarily for their involvement with the interests of the court, 

but they also indicate a wide-spread endemic disorder. 

 Still more impressive is the case of Su Buwei, one of the great Chinese tales of 

vengeance: 

The father of Su Buwei was killed in a personal quarrel by Li Gao, who later 

became a minister in the government at Luoyang. Su Buwei found an opportunity to 

tunnel into the minister's residence by night and came to his bedroom. 

 At that moment, Li Gao had got up to go to the lavatory, so Su Buwei 

contented himself with murdering Li Gao's concubine and his infant son. He then 

escaped to his home country, dug up the corpse of Li Gao's father from its tomb, 

and took the head as an offering to his own father's grave. 

 Li Gao is said to have died of grief and shame, but some time later Su Buwei 

himself, and sixty members of his household, were killed in revenge by a friend of 

the Li family. 

Commenting upon this unhappy story, idealistic gentlemen admired the manner in which 

Su Buwei had maintained his vendetta single-handed against official odds.24 [542] 

 This, indeed, is one area in which personal Confucianism, with its emphasis upon the 

family, lineage and ancestors, takes precedence over the authority of the state. For the 

most part, the interests of the central government had no conflict with those of landed 

families in the provinces, who pursued their own concerns with formality, economic 

activity and occasional violence against their neighbours. When there was a threat to 

property, however, such as that posed by upstart eunuchs, or an affront to family honour 

in a feud, there was no limit to what a gentleman might do, and his actions were justified 

by a moral tradition quite different to that of the unified empire. 

Tombs and shrines, temples and stele: 

By somewhat contradictory logic, the power and prosperity of a local family was often 

best observed at a time of death. Cui Shi, in Simin yueling, refers to regular sacrifices in 

honour of the ancestors and to offerings at the family tombs, but the death of a senior 

male allowed the family to receive condolences from the widest range of associates and 

allies, while the ceremony, tomb and other memorabilia permitted the virtues and 

achievements of the deceased to reflect honour upon his relatives. 

 The funeral, as Ebrey has observed, was an occasion for men to demonstrate a 

personal relationship with a leading figure, and by that act of respect they both honoured 

                                            
23 These incidents are described in Zizhi tongjian 55:1788-89; de Crespigny, Huan and Ling, 70-72. 

Original texts are in HHS 67/57:2212, HHS 66/56:2172, HHS 67/57:2210 and HHS 78/68:2521-

22. 
24 HHS 31/21:1107-09; de Crespigny, Huan and Ling, 127-128, and see Ch'ü, Han Social Structure, 

311. 
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the dead and established their own position.25 A large group of mourners, whether 

patrons, colleagues or clients, confirmed and enhanced the reputation of the dead man 

and his family, and private tomb art of Later Han often featured pictures of a long 

procession of carriages bringing guests to take part in the ceremonies. 

 In analysis of these funerary images, Powers cites criticisms by the contemporary 

Wang Fu, who complained that eulogies were false and over-blown, that gentlemen 

sought false reputations for good conduct and filial piety, and that scholars were 

concerned with social cliques and political alliances.26 This is, of course, a human trait 

observable in other times and places, but in the period of Later Han there were two 

special aspects to such exaggeration. Firstly, official influence and power were supposed 

to be granted only to those of high moral quality - being "filial and incorrupt" were the 

official attributes for imperial service - and where better could the essential virtue be 

shown than in shrines, tombs and inscriptions? and secondly, as the [543] virtue and self-

respect of a family was expressed by the honour it gave to the dead, such piety also 

gained admiration amongst its neighbours.27 

 Albeit ephemeral, the ceremonies of condolence, burial and mourning gave 

opportunity for the family to accept and confirm friendships and social alliances, while 

those who came were could admire the construction and decoration of the family shrine, 

the casket, regalia and gifts, and the tomb itself. The decorations of the chamber, the 

grave-goods and models which accompanied the burial, demonstrated the achievements 

of the individual, his social status and his hopes of the after-life, and the pride and worth 

of his family. 

 By the second century AD, as we have observed, the signs of a broad prosperity can 

be found in tombs and shrines over wide regions of China.28 As Powers has pointed out, 

moreover, these impressive constructions not only displayed the respect which the 

descendants held for their ancestors, but also the moral code which they admired and 

claimed themselves to follow. The decorations, whether drawn from mythology, legend, 

history or the common activities of life, refer to the public purpose of all the family.29 

Both in architecture and art, these constructions for the dead were designed to content 

the spirits and to impress the local community. 

 At this time, moreover, there were rival ideologies among the tombs. The symbolism 

of rank and awe, common in designs of the Former Han, had given way to a moral 

imagery. During the second century AD, however, a new, descriptive style appeared, 

ornamented and naturalistic, reflecting real wealth and possessions, and presenting as it 

did so a challenge from new prosperity to established, inherited provincial custom.30 So 

when the local magistrate in Shanyang demolished the tomb-works of the eunuch Hou 

                                            
25 Ebrey, "Patron-Client Relations," 539. 
26 Powers, Art and Expression, 97-103, translation from Qianfu lun at 98 (also Pearson, Comments of 

a Recluse, 108-109). 
27 Powers, Art and Expression, 43. 
28 See note 23 above. 
29 Powers, Art and Expression, 47-50. 
30 Powers, Art and Expression, 68. 
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Lan, he not only attacked the extravagance of a courtier, he also destroyed the symbols 

of a new, unwanted and immoral style. 

 In her basic study of Later Han inscriptions, Ebrey observes that more than a 

hundred, almost a third of those which have survived, may be classed as funerary items 

from the second half of the second century AD.31 Many of these were composed and 

erected not by the family but by neighbouring gentry or clients, frequently through 

subscription, and the inscriptions may include not only a eulogy of the deceased but also 

a list of those local officials and leading gentry who supported the project. The texts 

discuss the virtues and achievements of the subject, with emphasis on official career and 

approved [544] morality, but they do not always give details of ancestry or relatives: 

they were set up rather as public documents of respect than as examples of family 

prestige.32 

 Some inscriptions refer to the establishment of ancestral temples, including the 

celebrated Wu Liang shrine of present-day Shandong, but those of more general 

concern, as well from honouring the worthy dead, recorded the achievements of 

magistrates, the construction of useful works such as roads or dykes, and the 

establishment of worship for local spirits. 

One inscription, composed by Cai Yong, describes the appearance of an immortal at 

a grave-site and the subsequent establishment of a place of worship, pilgrimage and 

healing. The manifestation took place in 136, and the temple was established with 

local support under sponsorship of the magistrate.33 

 The lists of sponsors and subscribers to the public stele recorded the names and 

attributions of leaders among the local community. Some, of course, besides the serving 

magistrate himself, had held commissioned rank in the imperial government, but many 

gave their highest official position as locally-appointed officials, "sub-bureaucrats", and 

some recorded their status simply as private gentlemen. Like mourning ceremonies for a 

family, these public stele gave opportunities for members of the gentry to join together in 

support of a good cause, and in doing so to demonstrate their political and social 

allegiances. 

 Throughout the empire, therefore, there were a host of these memorials, many of 

them erected in a spirit of public service, and some of them established as centres of 

worship. When worthy magistrates could be commended with an inscription, a man such 

as Zhang Jian must have been very greatly favoured and respected, to have a temple 

established in his honour, and it is clear, from the inscription cited by Ebrey above, that 

the establishment of a local shrine was a matter of active interest, commonly supported 

by the most respectable and influential members of the community. Whether they were 

designed to commemorate a local hero, to guard against the ravages of nature, or simply 

                                            
31 Ebrey, "Stone Inscriptions," Table I and 332-336. 
32 Ebrey, "Stone Inscriptions," has rendered the commendatory text to the magistrate Cao Quan of 

Heyang county in present-day Shanxi, erected in 185, and Bielenstein, "Later Han Inscriptions," 

has discussed a number of inscriptions to high officials. 
33 See Ebrey, "Stone Inscriptions," 337. 
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as a place of pilgrimage for the sick, such places of worship were important matters of 

local concern, and these were the sites and ceremonies that Emperor Huan ordered 

destroyed in 165. It cannot have been a popular move. 

 On the other hand, the prohibition was surely not widely effective. We have noted 

how the ceremonies for Zhang Huan continued for years after his death, and thus well 

beyond the time of Emperor Huan,34 but even when the order was handed [545] down it 

is probable that it was simply ignored. Cui Shi, author of the Simin yueling, has a 

passage in another essay Zheng lun "On Government", where he describes how imperial 

edicts are regularly ignored by provincial administrators, so there was a common saying 

in local communities that: "Orders from provinces and commanderies come like 

thunderbolts; but imperial edicts just decorate the wall."35 

Local history and local pride 

Besides general and family histories, a notable genre of the Later Han period was the 

biographies of "Literary Gentlemen", "Eminent Gentlemen" and "Gentlemen in 

Retirement", and exemplary stories of virtuous women. One particular group were the 

Accounts of Venerable Men and Ancient Affairs (qijiu zhuan) and the Accounts of 

Worthy Men of the Past (xianxian zhuan). According to tradition, the founding Emperor 

Guangwu of Later Han, seeking to encourage good custom and conduct, encouraged the 

collection of accounts of worthy men from the various commanderies and kingdoms of 

the empire, and the bibliographical treatise of Sui shu lists early accounts for the Three 

Adjuncts, for Jingzhao and Pei, and for Lu and Lujiang.36 Later, when Yuan Tang was 

Grand Administrator of Chenliu in the mid-second century AD, we are told that he 

sponsored an Account of Venerable Men and Ancient Affairs for that commandery, and 

the celebrated scholar Zhao Qi, compiler of the major Han commentary to the book of 

Mencius, composed the Sanfu juelu, "Evaluative Records of the Three Adjuncts."37 The 

model was followed by a number of similar, locally-based works, two more at least from 

Chenliu and others throughout the empire, and one may find in these collections the local 

pride which inspired such substantial regional histories as Huayang guo zhi "Record of 

the Countries to the South of Mount Hua" of the third century. [546] 

 Two aspects of these writings were the emphasis on learning, and on personal 

morality in public and private life. For the first, there is ample evidence of the importance 

of scholarship: biographies in Hou Han shu contain references to the written works of 

most active officials and politicians, while some teachers claimed hundreds and even 

                                            
34 Page 1 above. 
35 On Zheng lun, see note 16 above. The passage is translated in Cambridge China I, 789 [Ch'en 

Ch'i-yün, "Confucian, Legalist and Taoist Thought in Later Han"] 
36 See, for example, Rao Zhenzong, Hou Han yiwen zhi, 2368/2-3, citing Sui shu 33:982. 

  Three Adjuncts (sanfu] described the three commanderies, Jingzhao, [You]fufeng and 

[Zuo]pingyi, about the former capital Chang'an. Despite the fact that one area contained the 

other, the Accounts of the Three Adjuncts and of Jingzhao were probably separate books. 
37 HHS 64/54:2124, Rao Zhenzong, Hou Han yiwen zhi, 2368/3-2370/1, and Cambridge China I, 645 

[Ebrey, "Economic and Social History of Later Han"] citing also an essay of Kong Rong towards 
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thousands of students.38 These may have been exceptional, but praise for a man's 

achievements in studying and comprehending the Confucian classics was almost a cliché 

in local inscriptions, and such ability was certainly regarded as an excellent attribute for 

any person of worth.39 

 It is doubtful how much of this scholarship was of any value: Hou Han shu tells 

despairingly of tens and hundreds of thousands of characters expended on the scrutiny of 

a single text in the classics, and much of the official learning promulgated at the Imperial 

University in Luoyang was recognised as artificial and pointless. As Fan Ye remarked, by 

the second half of the second century AD, 

the students who travelled [to Luoyang] numbered more than thirty thousand, but 

commentaries on the Five Classics had become more and more trifling. Each 

exceeded the other in futility, and the Confucian tradition was fallen on evil days.40 

In many respects, a low point of Han scholarship was marked by the inscription of the 

Stone Classics by Cai Yong and others during the reign of Emperor Ling: the work was 

celebrated, but the reason for such a definitive edition was that academics of the 

University were altering and forging the canonical texts to support their own 

interpretations.41 

 On the second matter, though lists of sponsors on public stele regularly list official 

positions held, and carefully reflect the hierarchy of appointments, there is frequent 

favourable reference to individual independence and even to avoidance of office. We 

have remarked how some men would reject official appointment if they disapproved of 

the person who nominated them or under whom they were required to serve, and this 

sense of morality extended also to encourage and praise those who refused even an 

imperial summons. 

In 159, for example, soon after the overthrow of the aggrandising and corrupt Liang 

Ji, Emperor Huan invited Wei Huan of Runan commandery to join his new 

government. His fellow country-men urged him to go, but Wei Huan observed that 

if he accepted any official position he would be morally obliged to protest at the 

excesses of the [547] imperial harem, the extravagance of the imperial stables, and 

the power and oppression of the ruler's eunuch attendants. In such circumstances, 

his opinions would inevitably bring him to execution. Rather than that, he went into 

hiding and seclusion.42 

                                                                                                                                
the end of the century comparing the moral qualities and scholarly abilities of gentlemen from 

Runan and Yingchuan commanderies. 
38 See, for example, Cambridge China I, 644-645 [Ebrey, "Economic and Social History of Later 

Han"]. 
39 See, for example, Ebrey, "Stone Inscriptions," 334-335, citing the Wu Liang stele, with no doubt 

exaggerated praise for its subject's achievements in the field of learning. 
40 Tjan, Po-hu t'ung I, 148-149, citing HHS 79A/69A:2547 and other texts. 
41 HHS 79A/69A:2547, discussed by de Crespigny, Huan and Ling II, 481-483. 
42 From Zizhi tongjian 54:1749-50; de Crespigny, Huan and Ling, 17-18. The original text is HHS 

53/43:1741, in the chapter which tells of worthy men who refused to take office under an imperfect 

government. 
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Here was a moral dilemma for any worthy man of Confucian persuasion: should he sully 

his good name and risk his family by joining a corrupt administration; or should he reject 

his sovereign and refuse to take part in public service. By the time of Emperor Huan, the 

balance was already tilted towards private interest, but the decision was made easier by 

the great proscription. 

 The first crisis came in 167, the last year of Emperor Huan's reign. There had been 

increasing protest by senior officials against the excesses and corruption of the emperor's 

eunuch favourites, and the critics were encouraged by mass demonstrations of students 

and junior officers, chanting verses and songs to praise them. Concerned by such 

ostentatious opposition, the eunuchs persuaded Emperor Huan that he was faced with 

treacherous faction among his senior ministers and their young supporters. The 

accusation was successful, and the purge extended widely. Leading officials opposed to 

the eunuchs were arrested and imprisoned, and though more moderate policies soon 

prevailed and the prisoners were released, more than two hundred were dismissed and 

excluded from office. 

 A few months later, Emperor Huan was dead. As he left no male heir of his body, 

his titular widow the Empress-Dowager, with her father the General-in-Chief Dou Wu, 

chose the son of a cadet line to succeed to the throne, and maintained the regency on his 

behalf. For a short time in 168, while the Dou family controlled the court of the new 

Emperor Ling, the anti-eunuch group was restored to power, but in the autumn the 

eunuchs ran a successful coup at the capital, and they destroyed Dou Wu and his allies. 

One year later, in the winter of 169, some gentlemen from Shanyang set up an altar and 

swore an oath of brotherhood. Shanyang was not a large commandery, but it had 

acquired a reputation for traditional morality and opposition to the court,43 and the 

eunuchs could argue that the group had formed a treasonous faction. The leaders of the 

opposition were arrested and executed and a general proscription was proclaimed 

against all their associates. The ban was maintained for fifteen years until 184, the time 

of the great rebellion of the Yellow Turbans.44 [548] 

 Some scholars have suggested that there was sympathy and active alliance with the 

Yellow Turban movement among members of the proscribed faction. It is true that the 

formal argument for the end of proscription, presented by a eunuch, expressed concern 

that disaffected gentry might side with the enemies of the state, but this was quite 

unlikely. The millenial doctrines and faith-healing practices of Zhang Jue had no natural 

affinity with the ideal scholarly Confucianism of the provincial gentry, and his Yellow 

Turban rebellion was a peasant war against established society. There is no evidence of 

gentry leadership, and there was no reason for them to have supported such an 

iconoclastic revolt. On the contrary, faced with a massive threat to good order, the court 

and the proscribed party found it wise to join forces against their common enemy. 

 The period of proscription, however, emphasised the division between court and 

provinces. As Vervoorn observes, eremitism, withdrawal from public life, became a mark 

                                            
43 See, for example, the incident of Hou Lan and the tomb, above at 7. 
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not only of political protest but also of superior morality.45 Under the influence of 

patronage, the contradiction of public and private relationships had long been 

developing, but the exclusion from office of so many respected men confirmed that 

inherent conflict, while at the same time the sale of fiefs and offices, enforced most 

energetically by Emperor Ling in the late 170s, injured the good repute of those who 

accepted such appointments.46 As the emperor was no longer the sole fount of honour, 

service to the state was no longer essential to the demonstration of virtue, and the 

morality of the family, with its local connections and independent prestige, appeared 

superior to that of the corrupted court. 

A failure of concern 

There was nothing new in the concept that good conduct and custom should be found 

among the simple affairs and people of the country-side. At the very beginning of Han, 

we are told how the Sanlao "Thrice Venerable" of a small village reprimanded the future 

Emperor Gao and called him to duty,47 and, no matter how corrupted it might become in 

reality, it was an important part of the recruitment system that the good character of a 

candidate should first be judged by his neighbours. The sense of moral worth, however, 

in which local gentry at the time of Huan and Ling had wrapped themselves ignored two 

[549] major areas of concern, not just to the empire at large but even to their own more 

limited interests. First of these were the problems of the northern frontier, and second 

the finances of the imperial government itself. 

 From the beginning of Later Han, the people of the inner provinces had been largely 

insulated against any threat from the north. By good fortune, in the middle of the first 

century AD the threatening power of the Xiongnu had been broken through internal 

division in a succession struggle, and the weaker party, the Southern Xiongnu, had 

become vassals of Han. At the end of the century, the energetic general Dou Xian 

destroyed the Northern Xiongnu, and the region of present-day Mongolia became a 

political no-man's land. 

 In fact, the apparent triumph of Dou Xian was an ultimate disaster for Han. The 

great campaigns, and the concurrent expansion into the Western Regions of central Asia 

led by Ban Chao, extended the military and financial resources of the dynasty further 

than they could bear. At the beginning of the second century, the first great rebellion of 

the non-Chinese Qiang in the region of present-day Gansu, which lasted from 107 to 

118, all but exhausted the imperial armies, and for the rest of the century the government 

at Luoyang was faced with constant pressure from shifting allegiances of the Qiang, 

Xiongnu and Wuhuan people across the north and, increasingly, from the growing power 

of the Xianbi. By the time of Emperor Ling, this development had culminated in the 

                                                                                                                                
44 On the proscriptions, see de Crespigny, "Political Protest" and "Politics and Philosophy." 
45 Vervoorn, Men of the Cliffs and Caves, 170-185, particularly 175. 
46 On the sale of offices, see de Crespigny, Huan and Ling, 152-153 and 193, also Bielenstein, 

Bureaucracy, 140-141 and notes at 203. 
47 HS 1A:34; Dubs, HFHD I, 75-76. 
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piratical kingdom of the Xianbi war-leader Tanshihuai, who claimed suzerainty over all 

the steppe, and who launched regular and devastating raids along the frontier. 

 The cost, loss and wastage of these campaigns had critical effect not only on the 

military security of the empire but also on the finances of the state. Liang province in 

particular, and much other territory in the north, became sources of expense rather than 

revenue, and the burden was transferred, with increasing difficulty, to other regions. The 

change itself was upsetting and resented, and the extra funds were hard to extract, for 

the established system of tax quotas did not lend itself readily to any extension, the great 

land-owners were well placed to protect their own interests, and the new lands of the 

south, where Han colonisation was expanding, were largely inaccessible to direct control 

by a weakened government. 

 As a result, through the second century of Later Han the financial situation of the 

central government steadily deteriorated, and by the time of Emperor Ling the state was 

effectively bankrupt. As Ebrey has observed, in the second century AD the government 

of Later Han had lost its ability to give financial assistance in time of disaster,48 and I 

have argued that this was the result [550] not only of internal economic difficulties but, 

more importantly, from the strains of border defence and war.49 

 For these problems of imperial government, however, the leaders of the inner 

provinces had small concern or interest. The abandonment of universal military training 

at the beginning of Later Han meant there was no direct requirement for men of the inner 

commanderies to take active service in frontier wars, nor any practical advantage in their 

doing so.50 And in debate on northern policy there was general reluctance among those 

who represented of the interests of the heartland to support the forward policy at court. 

Why, after all, should the resources of the empire at large be expended on mistaken 

aggression beyond the natural borders? 

 The conflict appeared most obviously in the late first century, when the personal 

ambitions of Dou Xian, to gain prestige by successful war, was wisely though 

unsuccessfully opposed by conservative civil officials, and similar arguments were 

mounted, with equal justification, by the scholar Cai Yong against the mistaken, 

disastrous campaign launched against Tanshihuai in 177.51 In such debate, indeed, there 

are strong echoes of the Modernist-Reformist dichotomy pointed out by Loewe in 

discussing Former Han: Modernists sought to expand the prestige and material power of 

the state; Reformists emphasised the traditional values of the past, the encouragement of 

individual initiative, and a restraint on the role of government.52 

 This lack of interest by gentlemen and scholars of local background, however, also 

extended to almost all matters concerned with the defence and maintenance of good 

                                            
48 Cambridge China I, 621 [Ebrey, "Economic and Social History of Later Han"]. 
49 See, for example, de Crespigny, Northern Frontier, 426-429. 
50 See note 12 above, and also the comments of Ying Shao cited by de Crespigny, Northern Frontier, 

48-49 and 467-468 note 67. 
51 On the two debates, see de Crespigny, Northern Frontier, 267-259 and 338-340. 
52 Loewe, Crisis and Conflict, 11-13, and Cambridge China I, 104-110 [Loewe, "The Former Han 

Dynasty"]. 
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order by military means. This was unfortunate, for the needs of the frontier were 

important and real, and the power of the state rested ultimately on armed force. 

 One can observe the problem in the experience of three great frontier commanders 

who served Emperor Huan and Emperor Ling. In 167 Huangfu Gui sought to support 

the protests of the proscribed party, but his interest was ignored by both sides of the 

debate. In 168 Zhang Huan gave the loyalty of his troops to the side of the eunuchs 

against Dou Wu - he regretted it later, and may well have been misled, but none of the 

reformers had sought to inform him. And Duan Jiong, conqueror of the Qiang, 

commanded the purge of students at the Imperial University in 172, and rose to high 

office as a supporter of [551] the eunuch regime. All these men were heroes of imperial 

defence, two of them were known for their sympathy with the reformist officials and 

scholars, but none were asked for support or recognised when they offered it.53 

 When Emperor Ling died in 189 the pattern of violence returned. He Jin, brother of 

the new Empress-Dowager, took power by a coup and was urged by his supporters 

among the junior officials to destroy the eunuchs once and for all. The eunuchs, 

however, struck back: they killed He Jin, and a chaos of massacre broke out at Luoyang. 

As the frontier general Dong Zhuo entered the capital to restore order, his usurpation of 

power triggered the civil war which ended the power of Han for ever. With no more 

room for moral criticism or reform, the years of fighting destroyed the established 

society of the provinces and turned all the empire into a battlefield. 

Conclusion: a separation of interests 

During the reign of Emperor Ling, before the deluge of 189, one may identify three 

different groups of power about the centre of the empire. First came those who held 

power through contact with the throne, most effectively the eunuchs of the harem, who 

dominated the Emperor and his government, but also the imperial relatives by marriage: 

the Liang and the Dou claimed long lineage, while the He were lowly born, but none had 

retained their links with their lands of origin, and all were dependent on imperial 

connection. 

 The second group were the practical military commanders; like Zhang Huan in 168, 

they might be involved in the direct exercise of force at the time of a coup, but they 

generally remained in the wings, and they had so far taken orders from those who 

controlled the court. And third were the gentry officials, chosen to serve at the capital 

and in the provinces, differing in rank and family influence, but representing in 

themselves an identifiable group of social and political interest. 

 At the top of this pyramid of gentry power were the senior ministers of the 

government and the great official clans, such as the Yang and the Yuan, who had held 

rank and position for four or even five generations in succession. Though they served a 

government which was said to be corrupt, accepting the dominance of eunuch interest 

and the humiliating purchase of offices, their high official position yet gave them respect, 

                                            
53 On these men, see HHS 65/55, discussed by de Crespigny, Northern Frontier, translated by Young, 

Three Generals, and de Crespigny, Huan and Ling, 79, 100 and 127. 
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they had a network of [552] clients and allies throughout the empire, and they 

maintained estates and interests in their homelands. 

 More broadly spread than these "national gentry", leading families of the provinces 

could often boast also a long history of government service, sometimes as far back as 

Former Han,54 and those which had risen more recently were no less important within 

their home territories. Here, and among the lesser local gentry, however, we have 

observed that official position was only one source of prestige and power. Good works 

and scholarship, or even moral withdrawal, could be equally effective in the more limited 

world of village and rural district. 

 For those who led such a life, the management of an estate could be prosperous and 

pleasant. Ebrey cites a rhapsody of Zhang Heng in the early second century, and an essay 

by Zhongchang Tong at the end of the era, describing an ideal place of 

good fields and an ample house, with hills to the back and facing a stream, 

surrounded by waterways, circled by bamboos and trees, with a threshing ground 

and vegetable gardens to the front and an orchard behind.55 

And the great warlord Cao Cao, founder of the successor state Wei of the Three 

Kingdoms, described in an edict how his true first ambition had been no more than the 

contented life of a country gentleman.56 

 Ultimately, however, besides personal and family reputation, the authority of the 

gentry relied upon two critical factors: the power which they could exercise amongst 

their neighbours, by economic means or by the use of armed retainers; and the general 

stability of the imperial system, which provided the security within which they could 

pursue their family interests. When the empire of Han collapsed, however, the local 

worthies who had bullied their home country were brought face to face with the 

professional soldiers they had formerly ignored: men from the frontier such as Dong 

Zhuo and Lü Bu, or self-taught fighting men such as Liu Bei, founder of Shu-Han, and 

the Sun family of Wu. As civil government disappeared, the contending states enforced a 

new, harsher regime against the old structure of power in the country-side, and the best 

an independent gentleman could do was to bring his family forces to the service of his 

local warlord. [553] 

 Once the shock of civil war and conquest had passed, however, local interest 

recovered. The ramshackle regimes of the Three Kingdoms, and the Jin dynasty which 

succeeded them, found it impossible to restore effective civil government on the scale 

and in the style of the departed Han. Though they could not match or defy the power of 

those military states, the leaders of clans and communities could limit their involvement 

                                            
54 One notable example was the Lu family of Wu commandery, whose lineage in the southeast could 

be traced back to Former Han. Members of the Lu house held office in the earliest reigns of Later 

Han, Lu Xun became a dominant figure of the Three Kingdoms state of Wu, and the lineage 

continued with distinction to the fifth and even sixth centuries: de Crespigny, Generals of the 

South, 503. 
55 HHS 49/39:1644, translated by Cambridge China I, 621 [Ebrey, "Economic and Social History of 

Later Han"]. 
56 SGZ 1:32 PC; discussed and translated by Bauer, Anlitz Chinas, 131. 
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with public fortune, and they took private action at the local level to build their family 

fortunes. Through the third century, and during the whole period of division until 

unification under Sui and Tang, the notional imperial states, which succeeded one 

another north and south, always had difficulty extracting support and interest from the 

leading provincial families in the territories which they formally controlled. This had been 

a weakness of Han, that the wider concerns of imperial government took second place to 

the limited interests of gentry in the provinces, and the process continued with increasing 

effect after the destruction of that great state. Given choice, however, who would say 

the local people were wrong? 
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CHARACTERS 

Accounts of Venerable Men and Ancient Affairs (qijiu zhuan) 耆舊傳 

Accounts of Worthy Men of the Past (xianxian zhuan) 先賢傳 

Ban Chao 班超 

Cai Yong 蔡邕 

Cao Cao 曹操 

Cao E 曹娥 

Cao Quan 曹全 

Chenliu 陳留 commandery 

Cui Shi 崔寔/實 

 Simin yueling 四民月令 "Monthly Instructions for the Four Peoples" 

 Zheng lun 政論 "On Government" 

danggu 黨錮 "Proscribed Party" 

Dong Zhuo 董卓 

Dou Wu 竇武 

Dou Xian 竇憲 

Dou Ying 竇嬰, Marquis of Weiqi 魏其侯 

Duan Jiong 段熲 

Emperor Gao 高 of Former Han 

Emperor Guangwu 光武 

Emperor Huan 桓 

Emperor Ling 靈 

Emperor Shun 順 

Emperor Wu 武 of Former Han 

Emperor Yuan 元 of Former Han 

Emperor Zhang 章 

fangsi 房祀 local schrine 

fei qiren 非其人 

Filial and Incorrupt 孝廉 

Han 漢 dynasty 

He Jin 何進 

Henan 河南 commandery 

Heyang 河陽 county 

Hou Lan 侯覽 

Huang-Lao 黃老 
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Huangfu Gui 皇甫規 

Huayang guo zhi 華陽國志 "Record of the Countries to the South of Mount Hua" 

Jiang Shi 姜詩 

Jiangling 江陵 county/city 

Jingzhao 京兆 commandery 

Laozi 老子 

 Laozi ming 老子銘 stele 

Li Gao 李暠 

Li Song 李頌 

Liang 涼 province 

Liang Ji 梁冀 

Liu Bei 劉備 

Lord Meng Chang 孟嘗君 

Lu 魯 commandery/state 

Lu 陸 family of Wu commandery 

Lujiang 廬江 commandery 

Luoyang 雒陽 

Lü Bu 呂布 

Mi 密 county in Henan 

Nan 南 commandery 

Nanyang 南陽 commandery 

Pei 沛 commandery 

Qiang 羌 people 

Qin 秦 dynasty 

Runan 汝南 commandery 

Sanlao 三老 "Thrice Venerable" 

School at the Gate of the Vast Capital 鴻都門學 

Shanyang 山陽 commandery 

Shu-Han 蜀漢 state of the Three Kingdoms 

si 祀 (local) place of worship 

Su Buwei 蘇不韋 

Sun 孫 family of Wu commandery 

Taiyuan 太厡 commandery 

Tanshihuai 檀石槐 

Three Adjuncts (sanfu) 三輔 
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Wang Fu 王符 

 Qianfu lun 潛夫論 

Wang Huan 王渙 

Wang Mang 王莽 

Wei 魏 state 

Wei Huan 魏桓 

White Tiger Hall 白虎殿 

Widow nee Huan 桓釐 

Wu 吳 commandery 

Wu 吳 state of the Three Kingdoms 

Wu Liang shrine 武梁祠 

Wu Zixu 吳子胥 

Wuhuan 烏桓 people 

Wuwei 武威 commandery 

Xianbi 鮮卑 people 

Xiapi 下邳 county 

Xiongnu 匈奴 people 

Xu Xuan 徐宣 

Yang 楊 family 

Yanxi 延熹 reign period 

Yellow Turbans 黃巾 

Ying Shao 應劭 

 Han guan [yi] 漢官儀 

Yuan 袁 family 

Yuan Tang 袁湯 

Zhang Fan 張汎 

Zhang Heng 張衡 

Zhang Huan 張奐 

Zhang Jian 張儉 

Zhang Jue 張角 

Zhao Jin 趙津 

Zhao Qi 趙岐 

 Sanfu juelu 三輔決錄 "Evaluative Records of the Three Adjuncts" 

Zhongchang Tong 仲長統 

Zhuo 涿 commandery 

Zhuo Mou 卓茂 
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